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Summer is Coming and Things are Looking Up!
Watch for details in our upcoming announcements
& e-blasts about





Gathering for Gaylyn
On the Lawn Pop-Up Conversations
(presently registration required as 10
person limit for Outdoor Gatherings)
Summer Guelph United Ministries
Online Services

‘A welcoming, caring family of faith, celebrating God’s love in Jesus.’

Core Value Statement 2008

Ministry Beyond the Pandemic
Hybrid Ministry in a Post-Pandemic Church is an online course I have been enjoying. The host
and author, Ryan Panzer, “Grace and Gigabytes” speaks of “The Church We Were 1517
(reformation) – March 12, 2021 – and The Church We Are Becoming”. I hope, as we gradually
come out of this pandemic, that God will bless us with a new kind of energy to be curious,
open, and creative as a community of faith. I think this means a big neighbourhood party for
all!!!
Panzer begins by asking the “why?” question. Why would we want to continue online
worship? (Trinity has creatively invested in two cameras to livestream worship as we return to
the sanctuary). I will be interested in hearing your answers to our why? I trust when we
return that the cameras will enable those who cannot join us in worship to watch live from
home and later via YouTube.
The why for me is about being invitational, welcoming, and inclusive. Making connection with
people beyond our walls is the work of Jesus. The call of Jesus is to go into the world. With
love and compassion, we can truly reach more people than just in person in our sanctuary on
Sunday morning. The gracious gift of the lift replacement by two dear families is a profound
why statement and action. Their incredible gift affirms that Trinity is a place for ‘everyone’
and being accessible is a top priority!

This pandemic has really changed so much. The grief we have all shared is gradually being
transformed into something new. What that will ultimately look like will take time. I hope we
can be curious and willing to risk without fear. We may try this or that and learn from one
another as we go. Some days I want to walk away from the technology (zoom fatigue). I
appreciate Cal Newport’s book ‘Digital Minimalism’. Finding a balance will take time as we
learn to be in person but simultaneously online with a wider community also a part of Trinity.
Friends, let us pray that God’s compassion and grace will deepen our ministry of collaboration
with new friends and partners. Our world
and society have many needs and I think we
long to make a difference. Let us pray we
will see full vaccinations by the fall and be
together again. For now, we have GUM
summer worship sharing to enjoy and under
the trees gatherings resuming at Trinity.
I miss you all in person and I give thanks for
your constant prayers and love.
Summer Blessings,
John
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Did You Hear What Council is Doing?
from Chair, Ken Chupa
Council has received the final report from Paul Miller for the
COVID Conversations which were held in February and March. The
report makes nine recommendations and each member of council
was asked to come up with three ideas for implementation of each
recommendation. We will devote the June council meeting to discussing the report in more depth.
The lift that goes from the Stevenson Street lobby to the sanctuary
level has been out of service for several months. The parts to repair the lift no longer exist so it needs to be replaced. The family of
Howard and Betty Dool offered to fund almost half the cost in
memory of their parents. We decided to appeal to the congregation to raise the rest, and immediately after the campaign was kicked off, the family of Gil and Inez Taves came forward
with funding to cover the remaining cost! When we decided to make an appeal, we never
contemplated such an overwhelming response. Once again, Trinity folks have proven their
willingness to jump into the breach when a real need arises.
Guelph United Ministries, to demonstrate support and gratitude for staff at the Guelph General Hospital, sponsored a free beverage and cookie for all the staff. The Trinity Therapeutic
Touch team offered Distance TT for GGH staff supporting their self-care as they care for patients during this pandemic. GUM followed up with an additional week of Coffee & Cookie,
and also supplied toiletries for patients.
The musicians of the Guelph United Ministries started a Song Share for the worship services
on May 30, a swap of some of their favourite music recorded over the past year. Trinity
shared “10,000 Reasons” featuring the Trinity band with Dublin, and Harcourt shared “Spirit,
Spirit of Gentleness”, performed by Alison MacNeill and the Harcourt Choir, with Trinity.
More sharing will happen through July and August with the GUM joint online services.
With the provincial “Roadmap to Reopen” and the higher percentage of the population that
has been vaccinated, I look forward to enjoying more activities and events this summer. I
hope I’m not being too optimistic to anticipate in-person worship returning in early fall, although not at full capacity.
And what about
the Council
committees?

Church Council Communication

Along with Chair, Ken Chupa’s and some of the committees who give regular updates in Trinity Voices, and our Council Highlights in the announcements
after Council meetings, our Council Committees have been asked to tell us what they
do and how members might be able to assist in the work of the committee. In this
issue, Marion Wells tells about the work of the Worship Committee on page 17.
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Our Gratitude List…


That vaccine numbers are increasing daily and
case counts are dropping



For the return of outdoor gatherings













Property Management Update
(by Ron McMillan, Property Co-Chair)

On December 29th, 2020, TSSA conducted an
inspection on the upper lift. Several deficienTo the members of our Connectors Calling
cies were found. The office level door was not
Team who have continued to connect with Trin- locking properly and rewiring the electrical
ity folk for the past 15 months!
were considered to be the major concerns.
To our Church Council who, during Covid, have
adapted to online meetings and whose work
has continued

The lift was installed in 1993, twenty-eight
years ago. During January to April, 2021, discussions were held to determine the cost to
To those who have contributed to the online
replace, whether to repair the existing lift, or
services by sharing prayers or reading scripture to enlarge the size of the lift. Repairs to the
lift were too expensive and changes to the
To our Sunday School students who joined
Wendelin for weekly classes during Covid, and size would be several times more expensive.
It was decided to replace the lift with one
in particular to Anton & Thomas delaCruz for
very similar at a cost of $27,000.
their perfect attendance!
Trinity Council approved the purchase on
April 19th, 2021. The tentative date for instalTo Andrea & Heather for their 15 years of faith- lation is August 30th, 2021.
ful service to the Trinity community. Thank
Thank you to two families who have donated
you for sharing your gifts and enriching the lives the entire cost and installation of the upper
of those at Trinity.
lift. These are generous donations that will
allow us to continue the essential accessibility
For the overwhelming response to the Lift
Appeal… to Trinity members who reached out to the sanctuary level for Trinity and for comto support the appeal with donations and to the munity rental events.
To those who supported the GGH Coffee &
Cookie Support through financial donations

two families who, together,
have donated the total cost
of the lift!
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HALLELUJAH!!!

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP!!!

It has been a long road. But, after many months of uncertainty, it appears that all the hard
work and sacrifices are starting to show results – good results! Results that make us feel like
relief may be in sight. The vaccines are being administered as fast as possible and the news is
that the schedule is accelerating. Things are reopening and soon, with precautions, we will be
able to spend time with our family and friends again. That will be GREAT!
Much information has come our way recently and just as quickly was revised to an even better
timeline. Some of this information impacts what we can do at Trinity. We have attempted to
outline what we know right now, but things continue to evolve. The following is a brief outline
of possibilities for the near future.
Worship and Gatherings - general information:
All indoor events require masks and 2m social distancing must be in place.
All outdoor events must adhere to 2m social distancing.
Dates shown below are subject to change depending on daily COVID numbers,
percentage of persons vaccinated and other criteria.
Social gatherings at Trinity
Gatherings - starting June 11 - indoor not permitted, outdoor maximum of 10
Gatherings - starting July 5th – limit of 5 indoors, maximum of 25 outdoors.
Summer worship services have already been planned for 2021, following the rotating
GUM format of online services. The following information is for guideline purposes only.
Worship - Starting June 11th – 15% capacity indoors or unrestricted outdoors.
Worship - Starting July 5th – 25% capacity indoor, unrestricted outdoors.
- July 26th and beyond – (To Be Determined)
We are hopeful that in-person worship, in some form, can resume in the fall.
You may still contact the church office by phone (519-824-4800) or by email
(info@trinityunitedguelph.ca) as well as contact our ministry staff through the office.
Mail may still be placed through the mail slot beside the office entrance.
We will keep everyone updated as the exciting news continues to develop.
John Bye and Hal Osborne, for the Reopening Team of Trinity United Church, Guelph.
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Thank you Andrea & Heather ...
for sharing your gifts with Trinity United Church for the past 15 years.
On this special occasion, JoAnne Angle, Chair of Ministry & Personnel,
asked Andrea & Heather some questions to reflect on about their past, favourite memories,
other career paths, how they relax and what they’re looking forward to post-Covid.
Here’s what they had to say...

Andrea –

Allin & Leslie Brown

Before coming to Trinity, Andrea was the Director of Music at 3 churches in New Brunswick. She taught music in 2 Elementary schools as well
as having a full roster of students. Andrea played and sang in 2 bands
and every summer she did theatre Thursday, Friday and Saturday. If
Andrea wasn’t a musician, she says she would be an interior designer
or be a farmer.
Andrea has many favorite memories from the past 15 years. She cherishes the rehearsing and presenting of the Christmas Cantatas and concerts. She has wonderful memories of the many shows presented and
the talented people who worked hard to present these performances.

Andrea has had a hard time completely relaxing and unwinding. Covid
has taught her the importance of a balance in her life. Relaxing for Andrea involves sitting by the water, reading and gardening.

Kathy Cross

When Covid is over, Andrea can`t wait to do EVERYTHING! This includes visiting with people, hugging
family, entertaining, performing, SINGING, going to live shows, and traveling. Next year will be Andrea`s
Year of YES.
In Andrea`s words, “Being at Trinity has been a blessing. It is more than a job. It is a beautiful space
where I get to have my faith reflected back to me in the people and the music.” Andrea has been fortunate to make so many friends and she “Can`t wait to see all your faces soon.”

Heather –
Jeff & Jen Grimes

In Heather’s words… I find it challenging to think of one particular favourite memory. My first "bat" that was stuck in the Stevenson Street entrance handicapped washroom soon after I
started and was on my own during the day, comes to mind. For
two days I just left it alone but then Bea Bell stopped by and I
mentioned it to her. Next thing I knew, Bill stopped by and gently placed the bat outside and then let me know that it would
probably be back in a few days!! Since then there have been
many more "bats from the belfry" in the church building that I
have been able to scoot outside by myself.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

A few other situations came to mind that I cherish the memory of: A phone call from a woman
asking about booking the Sanctuary & Hall for her own Celebration of Life and having her apologize for not knowing her expiry date but assuring me that it would be pretty soon as she
was in Hospice. Her Celebration did take place
Al
shortly after with her five adult children singbe
ing The Nylons, “A Lion Sleeps Tonight”.
rt
Spending time with Mike Farley (Trinity’s Caretaker for 30+ years) and supporting him as he
cut grass (one particular time he came in for
his break carrying the lawn mower blade saying, “I found this… I think it is part of the mower?!”), sorting the garbage (nope you can’t
bring a bag from outside back in!! yes, that is a
mouse!!) and the best times were Friday mornings when he would “polish” the Hall floor with
the big beast. Needless to say I miss him. But thankful the Beast was retired with him having
been pinned once against the stage when it got away!!
So much of my daily interactions hold cherished memories of Trinity Folk stopping by on their way in/
out of the building… Werthers candies, Shortbread, my inherited guillotine (that only I was trained to
operate by Gwen & Arend)… while providing administrative support to Ministers, Committees and Trinity Financial folk.
I have no idea what I would be if I had made different choices than those that brought me to Trinity but
I would probably have taken more courses and been likely in Property Management or Finances or
something involving numbers.
As an introvert, I enjoy sitting and reading, being lost in stories is my favourite relaxation. I also enjoy
watching the classic musicals (Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, Sound of Music) and much to my Wicken daughter’s disgust & my daughter-in-law’s glee, I am a diehard Twilight Saga fan!
I have reached my 20-year milestone with Special Olympics Guelph Wellington and the Guelph Dolphins Swim Team. I became involved, as many volunteers do, by asking if there was any help I could
give while sitting at the weekly swim practices. Next thing I know I am the Team Manager and a Coach!
Since then I am also the local Registrar (aka Data Administrator), Community Council member/minute
taker and Coach/Team Manager of several other sport teams! This past year has been very challenging
for our teams, volunteers and athletes as sports came to an abrupt end at 1:30 pm on March 13, 2020
and have not been able to open up, although we do hope that Track & Field and Soccer may be able to
start with strict protocols in place for the summer.
I look forward to spending time with my family in California, Victoria BC and Edmonton after the pandemic. I have a new grandson in California and his five year old brother, my ailing mother, aunt & cousins in Victoria and my first grand-nephew in Edmonton that I am missing. I look forward to spending
time at my sister’s cottage north of Minden once both Dave & I are fully vaccinated!! I really miss family
time with our son, daughter-in-law and two granddaughters here in Guelph too. Travelling with my
newly retired hubby is a top priority, even if it is just spending a day or two with his father in Kincardine.
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TRINITY RHYMING CHALLENGE
We’ve had a couple of contributions to our Rhyming Challenge initiated by
our Finance Committee. Thanks to Joyce Martin and to
Joshua, grandson of Ann & Hal Osborne for your contributions.

Finance challenges
you to send us your
poems or rhymes
In these Covid times

WHO’S THAT? By Joyce Martin
Who’s that waving from across the way?
She looks familiar but I really can’t say
Maybe ‘she’ is even a ‘he’
But really it makes no difference to me.
Is it Daisy or Eleanor?
Maybe the guy at the grocery store?
Everyone looks the same these days
Covid-19 made us change our ways.
We now only see many blinking eyes
And check social media for latest lies.
Skip the Dishes is the current craze
Leaves us time to sit back and laze.

LIMERICKS by Joshua
There once was a boy who said “No! No!”
Ideas were always a no go.
One time he said “Yes!”
But that was a mess
So yes , he went back to say “No! No!”

Thanks to wearing a mask all day
My runny nose won’t go away.
When I sneeze and sneeze some more.
My poor doggie heads for the door.
But I can’t complain, I’m really lucky
In fact I’d say that all’s just ‘ducky’.

There once was a robber named Walt,
Who tried to break into a vault.
The alarm was so loud
It attracted a crowd
Who pointed and said, “It’s Walt’s fault!”

I have my dear family and lovely friends
Which is more to me than current trends.
This too shall pass, as we all know.
We’ll be stronger and our souls will grow.
Count your blessings and count some more.
Remember God has more blessings in store.

RETURNING TO TRINITY
THIS SUMMER

Ministry & Personnel Update
(by JoAnne Angle, M&P Chair)

We are pleased to have Mike Huska assist Ken
Chupa in the YouTube video production. Mike has
been a great help with his technical knowledge
during the Covid time of isolation.
Rev. John will be taking some well deserved vacations. He will be away July 24 to August 7 and also
August 21 to August 28. Arrangements will be
made for someone to cover in emergencies.
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July 5—August 27
To register or for further information,
please visit here.

ANNEVELD, Jane - June 1 (91 years)

Lovingly, remembered by her daughters Sandy Rea,
Heather Campbell and Deb Hastings. Jane lived a familyoriented life filled with her faith and tradition. Consistently
a truly positive, accepting and loving woman, she engaged
and embraced everyone she met. Jane transferred to
Trinity from Paisley Memorial United Church.
HAYES, Isabelle - June 3 (85 years)
Born in Durham, Isabelle was a retired teacher and inspired
the lives of many with her commitment to service, compassion and tenderness. She was an avid bridge and bid euchre
player and a wonderful conversationalist whose zest for life
was apparent through the many stories she shared of her
childhood, family, friends, neighbours, book club, and the
many travels abroad with her lifelong companion and husband, Ron. Isabelle was a member of Unit 1 at Trinity.

Betty Abraham
June 1 - 95th Birthday

Ron McMillan
June 1 - 70th Birthday

Russel Cox
June 1 - 96th Birthday

Ross McKinnell
May 27- 85th birthday

Please forward any Celebrations or Sorrows you would like included in future issues of Trinity Voices
along with a photo to info@trinityunitedguelph.ca
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Our Connectors (Calling Team) met via Zoom on May 10.
Connectors shared how enriching their calls have been, and
our members have shared how much they are appreciating
these connections. Connector, Wendy Cuthbert & phone call
recipient Jeannette Budd, share their experience….

OUR CONNECTORS
“There are years that ask questions, and years that answer”
(Zora Neale Horston)

Our Trinity Life bestows many wonderful things on us—not all the same things to all of us!
One important constant is our togetherness—at Worship, at Coffee time, on a shared project like
Holly Fair, in a Group like Book Club, in an active Game like Volleyball or Badminton, at Social
events like Congregational or Spring Chicken Dinners.
This past year of COVID has fractured or eliminated many of our togetherness and social
moments. Our emotional, physical and psychological wellbeing is nourished by our social contact.
The Question the COVID year has asked us to embrace is “what can we do about this loss?” One of
Trinity’s transformational Answers has been the establishment of OUR CONNECTORS (phone
team).
As the first lockdown commenced early in the Spring of last year and we were no longer
able to attend church, a Team was formed to contact our Congregation Members by telephone
calls - yes, the good old telephone!
The original volunteer were: JoAnne Angle, John Bye, Sue Chadder, Linda Cowbrough,
Wendy Cuthbert, Wendelin Galatianos, John Holt, Ron & Janet McMillan, Hal Osborne, Gwen Phillips, Catherine Reed, Sandra Sharpe, Kathy Stephens, Ruth Thompson, Noreen Ueberer, and Marion Wells. As these were not lifetime appointments – there are opportunities to take a break if a
person’s circumstances or interests change. So, Pat Bilton, Dianne Butzke, Carole Ellis, Eleanor
Harrison, Valerie Morrell, Dianne Scobie, Merle Scott, Hermina Wright, joined the Team.
Telephone contact calls were made roughly once a month and the wishes and preferences
of the callees was wholly respected. Several thousand calls have been made so far.
Quite miraculously the quantity of social contacts provided by worship and at coffee time
were soon transformed into quality. CONNECTORS have found that many conversations they have
had, often with folks they have known at Church for years, have been immeasurably more interesting and meaningful! Callees have really valued and enjoyed their periodic calls too, keeping
them in touch and engaged with Trinity, the Ministerial and Pastoral teams.
If you would like to receive a call or would like to be part of the CONNECTORS Team,
please email Sharon Huska, our Church Co-ordinator at info.trinityguelph@gmail.com.

Jeannette Budd’s caller is Kathy Stephens. Jeannette says the calls are wonderful… she really appreciates them and the feeling that someone cares. She comments that somehow Kathy
seems to call when she really needs the connection. Jeannette is now receiving the e-blasts,
newsletter and service online. There were some hiccups but Kathy brought this to the attention of
the office, and Sharon was able to assist Jeannette and she’s now accessing the emails and service
and really appreciates Trinity’s care and connection.

Thank you Trinity Connectors!
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10 Things You Can Do: Kamloops Indian Residential School
In May 2021, the remains of 215 young Indigenous children were found in a mass grave at the
site of the former Kamloops Indian Residential School. While the school may have closed down
in 1969 (and the last school in Canada closed in 1996), this news has brought the tragedy of
the residential school experience to the forefront of the minds of Canadians and the world. Reactions from the federal, provincial and municipal governments have poured in, along with
public outcry for further action.
We wanted to share what you can do to ensure that every child is recognized and accounted
for. There are many ways to support Indigenous communities every day. Here is a list of what
you can do today to show your support:
1. Write a letter to your Member of Parliament - seeking a forensic search of all property used
at any time for Residential Schools.
2. Write a letter to your MP seeking clean and potable drinking water for every Indigenous
person in Canada.
3. Write a letter to your MP seeking a minimum standard of housing according to provincial
building codes for all Indigenous Peoples in Canada.
4. Lower flags at half-mast for 215 hours in honour of Canada's children.
5. Wear an Orange Shirt and encourage others to learn about the Orange Shirt.
6. Take a Pledge of Reconciliation
7. Read the Truth and Reconciliation Commission report.
8. Take action on any of the Calls To Action.
9. Learn about The UN Declaration
10. Donate to the Indian Residential School Survivors Society
For the complete article, please visit 10 Things You Can Do: Kamloops Indian Residential School

KAIROS is encouraging support of federal Bill
C-15 as a step in our walk to reconciliation. The bill will start the process of implementing the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). It has passed
the House of Commons and is currently before the Senate where it must be passed before the session ends in June or it will die. For
more information on the Bill from supporting faith communities, including a link to email the
Senate, go to https://www.faithinthedeclaration.ca/
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What it Takes...to offer Therapeutic Touch
To begin, let’s talk a bit about what Therapeutic Touch is. Therapeutic Touch (often referred to as TT)
is an energy modality used to support healing and wellness. It is an holistic, evidence-based therapy –
a consciously directed process during which the practitioner uses the hands as a focus for facilitating
the healing process. It incorporates the intentional and compassionate use of universal energy to promote balance and well-being. Therapeutic Touch can be used alone, or to enhance other interventions.
Therapeutic Touch was developed in the early 1970s by Dora Kunz and Delores Krieger, Ph.D., R.N.
(Professor Emerita of New York University). People in all walks of life are using this modality either in
their work or with their family members. It is used by health professionals, holistic practitioners, therapists, counselors, clergy and educators.
With a base of continuing research, Therapeutic Touch is taught and practiced throughout the world,
including at numerous universities and colleges in Canada and the United States. It is accepted in the
policies and procedures of an increasing number of health care institutions worldwide and as an intervention in a number of Ontario hospitals, hospices and clinics. It is perceived to be on the leading edge
of the 21st century Vibrational medicine. TT is offered at the cancer clinic at Guelph General Hospital
to patients undergoing cancer treatments.
Now that we know what it is, what does it take to offer TT at Trinity? Well … first of all, it takes practitioners – people who are trained in this modality and are able to effectively give treatments. The
Trinity TT group is governed by the Therapeutic Touch Network of Ontario (the TTNO), which sets out
the requirements for learning TT – the curriculum and number of hours of instruction by a Recognized
Teacher. There are three levels of instruction, each one building on the previous ones. The good news
is that you are able to do basic TT after taking Level 1! While each teacher sets their own schedule, it
generally takes one day, or perhaps a day and a half to take Level 1. It is quite easy to learn, and
something that anyone can do – you do not have to have special skills or talents to learn this modality.
There are several TT groups in our area, but the Trinity Team is the only
one that is an outreach ministry of a church. This gives us wonderful opportunities – in 2019, we held a morning for all the TTers in the area, with
a special speaker – Dr. Naeem, one of the Guelph General Hospital specialists, who understands the value of TT.
Trinity is blessed with many excellent practitioners, most of whom have
been doing TT for years, if not decades. Since our team began in 2004,
many of our ministers have also learned TT.
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

The Trinity Therapeutic Touch team meets monthly to keep our skills polished, to discuss and learn
from each other, to meditate, and to give and receive treatments. It is important for us to continue to
hone our skills together. As with other caring modalities, we are very aware that confidentiality is important. While we discuss differing approaches to treatment, we do not use names. The specifics of
each client’s situation are known
only to their particular team. A team usually consists of 2 or 3 practiJuly 22-26 pm
FULL
tioners who have agreed to offer treatments to one client.
When the request comes to the team, I email the team, giving very basic information. For example, I
might say that this for pre- and post-surgery support and will likely last about 6 weeks. Or, I might say
that this is for caregiver support, and will go for quite some time, as the client cares for a loved one in
a difficult situation. This helps the TTers decide if this is a client and timeline that they feel can work
for them. The TTers respond to me, and I create a team that meets the needs. Some situations require a longer duration, or more frequent treatments than others, and those teams might have more
TTers. In our 17 years as a team, there has never been a time when we were not able to meet the requests that have come to us. There have been times when the whole team has been very busy, but
this dedicated group has always risen to the challenge!
So, how do you get to experience Therapeutic Touch through the Trinity Team? You call the Trinity
office (519-824-4800) and leave a message, or email and chat with Sharon. Or, you talk to anyone on
the Trinity TT team, or Rev. John, who will pass along your request. Usually within a few days, you are
contacted and the process in in motion.

When we are not in a pandemic and when it is safe to do so, the practitioners will call/email/text you
to set up a time to come to your home. During the pandemic restrictions, we do not offer in-person
TT (we would be too close together) but we do offer distance TT.
What is Distance TT and how does it work? One of the wonderful aspects of TT is that we do not have
to be near you to give you a treatment! Because TT works with energy, it can be sent from person-toperson, over a distance, and still remain highly effective.
Think of it this way – you can turn on your TV using the button on the TV, or you can turn on your TV
using a remote control from across the room. Both ways work – the TV turns on. You get to choose
which way feels right for you. Distance TT is choosing the “remote” option. Your part of the treatment remains the same – you would sit or lie in a comfortable position. They would use their training
to send you a TT treatment “remotely”. You can drift off to sleep if you would like! After about 45
minutes, feel free to go ahead with your day as always.
And lastly, there is no charge for TT from the Trinity Tt team. We are blessed to be an outreach ministry of our church, and to volunteer our time and skills to support others.
If you are interested in learning TT, or would like to experience a treatment, please let us know by
contacting Sharon in the office. We are happy to share the world of TT with all!
Submitted by Ann Osborne
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Learning to be Allies of LGBTQ+ & Trinity's next steps
Trinity Affirming Ministry Process
A large number of people at Trinity are unable to
join in virtual (online) worship services, or in interactive ZOOM learning groups and coffee chats.
With the desire not to exclude anyone, the Affirm
Committee has decided to put its efforts into cre--Mindful Christianity Today
Markating
Ryea web page with learning resources, books,
videos and films. This will allow each of us to continue learning on our own until we can come back
together in person. Many thanks to Ken Chupa, Trinity Council Chair and Trinity’s webmaster, who is
assisting us. Trinity’s Affirm Committee is aiming to “go deeper”, rather than seeing it as a “race to be
won” within a certain time frame. The Affirm Committee looks forward to re-engaging in person with
the congregation to continue this journey of discernment, hopefully in Fall 2021.
Wendelin Galatianos,
Affirming
Sarah
Pell & Ministry Committee Chair, Trinity United Guelph

Alex Stewart
TO OUR ALLIES: EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT LESBIAN, GAY,
BISEXUAL and TRANS ISSUES… WELL, MAYBE NOT EVERYTHING…
A Booklet by the Canadian Auto Workers Union – www.caw.ca/pride
Why ‘pride’?
“Most people grow up being taught / told to be ashamed of at least some aspect of ourselves and our
lives. That’s especially true for LGBT people, and all those who aren’t part of the dominant culture.
Throwing off this shame and learning to be proud is at the heart of pride movements.” (Excerpt from
p.5)
“The pride parade seems pretty excessive – is that kind of show really necessary?”
The pride parade seems pretty excessive—is that kind of show really necessary? “The pride parade is a
massive demonstration of collective power. It is one day of the year where LGBT activists can walk
together without fear of violence, harassment, or abuse. A day where we hold hands in public, and
yes, even kiss. A day where our bodies, which are repressed, closeted, denied and shamed, are actually celebrated. A day where we fight back against electric shock therapy, bigoted employers, hostile coworkers, AIDS/HIV discrimination, disease and death, tremendously high suicide rates and smear campaigns. A day when trans people, who fought on the frontlines at Stonewall and who are still among
the most marginalized in our society – including within the LGBT community – are admired s/heroes.
A day when the poverty experienced by many in our community who are denied jobs, or fired, or harassed into quitting, must be recognized. A day when the police, who regularly bash, intimidate, and
turn a blind eye when members of our community are harassed and murdered, have to stand on the
sidelines and witness our power. A day, unlike any other day, where we are not isolated, where we
are the dominant culture. This is the kind of power that is transformative and can only come through
collective action. That’s tremendously political and tremendously powerful. Is what’s shown on TV
representative of who’s at the parade, or what goes on there? No, darling, only the fabulous people
ever make it on TV.
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

Our fightback is creative, it is fun, and it’s loud (in every sense). It doesn’t look like any other demonstration. Perhaps that’s partly why we’re able to attract a million people to Toronto Pride every year,
and get so much attention in cities across the country. Wouldn’t it be great if Labour Parades drew
these crowds?” (Excerpt from p.17)
“I want to know more, but I don’t want to offend anyone with my questions.”
“Sure, some questions are offensive, but mostly you’ll find that LGBT people would rather be talked to,
than whispered about, and will give frank answers. Just check yourself – are you asking because you’re
simply curious or because you think that an answer would help you be a stronger ally? If you’re not
sure about your question, say that you’d like to be told if you’re crossing the line into stuff that’s too
personal.
Another way to think about what’s appropriate is to flip your question around:
Would you feel comfortable answering it? How well would you need to know the person asking? For
example, what do you think caused your heterosexuality? When and how did you first decide you
were a heterosexual? What was your first heterosexual experience like? Is it possible your heterosexuality is just a phase you might grow out of? Do your children have different fathers? Do you worry
that you’re making life difficult for your kids? What’s your sex life like? What are you into? Chances
are you don’t get asked these questions, but we do. So, if you can stick to what you feel you need to
know, you’re probably not crossing the line.” (Excerpt from p.5)
“Why are some people gay1? Is it genetic? Is it choice?”
“There are different points of view about the origins of sexual orientation. Some people believe sexual
orientation is established early in life; others decide their place later, after many different life experiences. Some people arrive at their sexual orientation without making conscious choices; others do
make conscious choices, and still others ‘just fall in love’. These views are not mutually exclusive. If
you’re heterosexual, is that something you decided, or just always knew about yourself?
Too often, when people are looking for the ‘cause of homosexuality’, what they are really looking or is
a cure for homosexuality. Gays and lesbians aren’t in need of a cure for anything other than homophobia and heterosexism… [Heterosexism = the belief that heterosexuality is the only normal and proper
expression of sexuality in society. p.27]. We’d do well to ask the question “what causes homophobia”
– because that’s what we need a cure for.
One way of thinking about sexuality is on a continuum (a range or a scale). Some people believe very
strongly that they belong at one or the other ends of the continuum (gay or straight). Studies suggest
that most people, however, fall somewhere along the continuum. This doesn’t mean that all of these
people are actively bisexual – although repeated studies do show that approximately 15% of the American population2 is actively bisexual, with 1/3 of all American men reported to have had a sexual experience with another man at some point in their lives.” (Excerpt from p.2)
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
1
The term ‘gay’ is used in this booklet to include gay men and lesbians, because lots of people still say
this. However, it is not considered an inclusive term by many lesbians, so we actually prefer the terms
‘gay men and lesbians’. Some people use the term ‘lesbian women’, but this seems a bit redundant…
2
Major studies with reliable data are American (including the groundbreaking Kinsey report), but one
can reasonably assume similar statistics apply in Canada. (Excerpt from p.2)
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Memories of UCW Unit #4
(Submitted by Wanda Lowry)
In 1982, the members of the United Church Women decided that an afternoon
unit would be preferred by some. The meetings were held in the Church Parlour. The average attendance was 25. Each meeting was arranged by a committee of 6 and consisted of devotions, business, program (speakers, videos,
guest musicians or outings). Anne McLaren and later Marg Thomas played the
piano for and guest soloists. Through the years Muriel Manson, Dora Burlock,
Ruth Mahy, Wanda Lowry and Aleen Bell served as leaders for 2 year terms. By
1990, it became difficult to get a leader, so Dora and later Wanda reported on
business from the General and Executive meetings and the Chair of each committee presided over the Unit meeting.

Can you name these ladies?

As fundraisers, Dessert Parties (strawberry socials) were held in June, Mini auctions with Alice Thring as auctioneer and orders for Watkins Products through Dora. With attendance dropping, it was decided to no
longer hold the Dessert Party and each member would give extra money each month.
Throughout the years, we celebrated many happy occasions-special birthdays, anniversaries, and welcomed
grandchildren. We also lost several members and held "In Memoriam" services for each of them and donated a book to the Trinity Library and later to an appropriate charity. A Card Convenor sent cards to members
who were ill or bereaved and flowers were given to those who were hospitalized.
In 2002, a second afternoon unit was formed and our attendance was down to 12. Seven meetings were
held a year with committees of 4, and in May and January, we enjoyed lunch out at a local restaurant. By
2007, regular attendance was down to 7 with a long time Executive - Gwen Alex, Treasurer (1988), Wanda
Lowry, Secretary (1996) and Betty Abraham, Card Convenor(2001).

Do we have these right?
Back—Ethel Thackeray, Gwen Alex, Marion Strobl, Monica VonHolstein
Centre—Betty Hanna, Betty Abraham, Blanche Stonehouse, Marion Hall,
Wanda Lowry, Front—Betty Kociuk, Alice Thring, Doris Rusk, Doreen Irwin

During the 33 years, the members participated in UCW projects- Clothing sales,
Card parties, Unit 2 Fashion Shows( food
contributed), Bazaars, Pancake Suppers,
Elliot Home Birthdays, Lapointe-Fisher
Birthdays, Meals on Wheels, Sunday
Lunches, Sister Christine’s Farm Community, Hospice Lunches and catering to
weddings, anniversaries and funeral
lunches. In 2015, with the UCW deciding
to fold, the group continued to meet
April, May, September and October, just
to keep in touch.

June 6, 2016, Trinity United Church
Women held their final Pot Luck Supper
and Rev. John and Rev. Gaylyn held a
closing service with Communion. On April 11, 2017, a final Unit meeting was held with Rev. Gaylyn and Roni
as guests. Gaylyn shared memories of her Camino de Santiago Walk and Roni talked about her time at Trinity and Sugarbush, her upcoming Ordination and posting to a North Bay Congregation.
During Covid 19, the Unit has kept in touch by telephone.
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Worship Committee … What do they do?
Your Worship Committee is just as the name suggests; all about our worship services. It is
comprised of 4 members (Nancy Yeadon, Kathy Stephens, Art Cutten and myself) plus Rev.
John, Andrea and Wendelin. During the past year a new mandate was developed to help the
committee understand their roles & responsibilities. It is available for you anytime if you
would like to review it.
When Covid hit there were lots of changes that took place. The sanctuary had to be closed
and a new sub committee was formed to handle all of the issues caused by the closures. We
were very fortunate to be able to rely on them for guidance during this Covid time. While the
church was closed, work continued for the committee.
Christmas urns were purchased and placed at the church entrances. Andrea organized a virtual choir. Rev. John and Rev. Gaylyn kept the committee informed of their plans for the services
and our committee helped out wherever needed. In normal times there are additional folks
from the congregation who help with the Christmas decorating of the sanctuary. It is always a
very fun time and the work goes quickly to transform our church into the beautiful Christmas
look it always has. This year sadly none of that happened and the fun of it was missed.
Easter came along and things had lightened up a little so some of the committee went into the
church to decorate for the Easter Service. I
think you will admit it turned out to be lovely.
Hydrangeas were purchased and used as part of
the decorations and then delivered to those
who were shut in or who had suffered a loss or
in memory of loved ones.
During this past year we also purchased and
installed the video equipment that will be used
to livestream our services once we are able to
be back in the church. The videos that Rev.
John and Rev. Gaylyn have been doing have
been very well received and we have realized
that there are those of you who, for one reason or another, can’t make it to the building but
enjoy having the service available to them. We are excited about moving to this new type of
service to help stay connected to everyone.
We are looking forward to being back into the church soon and if you have any questions regarding the Worship Committee please feel free to contact me at any time at 519-836-0095 or
email mewells@rogers.com). We are always happy to have help decorating the sanctuary,
looking after the candles, changing the banners, reading scripture and many other little jobs.
If you are interested, again I say, please contact me. Worship is a big part of Trinity and new
ideas are welcomed.
Marion Wells, Chair, Worship Committee
Next newsletter submission deadline... August 16, 2021
Please email submissions to info@trinityunitedguelph.ca
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Random lines from the book by Matthew Fox about Julian of Norwich,
“Wisdom in a time of Pandemic and Beyond” (shared by Valerie Morrell)
What is the opposite of JOY? Well we all know the answer to that question. Dullness, boredom, apathy,
sloth, couchpotatoitis….. or ACEDIA! Yes, there is a word for all that, and you can include the lack of energy
to begin new things, a sadness about divine things. This depression and despair and passivity and boredom
are all expressions of ACEDIA! When we look around us isn’t that what we are seeing and hearing about
this pandemic, and we are “only” 14 months into it thus far!!!!
Now I didn’t make this up! It is found in the book about the mystic prophet, Julian of Norwich. She lived in
the time of the Black Plague, a pandemic that spanned her life from age 7 to its end. 1342-1429, and she
was in her eighties when she died!

You would think this would be the most depressing book to read in the 2019 plus pandemic, but it has
brought joy to the 12 or so folk reading and discussing points from the narrative in the Harcourt Mindstretch Group.
Let me share :Mindstretch is just one of the proThe first good thing is the goodness of nature.
grams offered through our Guelph
God is the same thing as nature.
United Ministries (GUM) churches.
The goodness in nature is God.
Check the GUM joint events calendar
God feels great delight to be our Father.
here for other programs available.
God feels great delight to be our Mother.
We experience a wondrous mix of well and woe.
The mingling of both well and distress in us
Is so astonishing
That we can hardly tell which state we or our neighbour are in.
That’s how astonishing it is! Julian of Norwich.
Monks at the time were saying the pandemic was because of our enormous sins, so they went around
beating themselves up, flagellating themselves to get those demons out. Yet in this time, Julian has the loving caring messages from God, that s/he is not judging the people of earth, and is there all the time providing nurture.
One chapter Julian faces her darkness. She lived, after her near-death experiences and visions, in a room
on the side of Norwich Castle, and women brought her food and drink, and took away the daily toilet buckets… no indoor plumbing in those days. She could see the world and talk to the villagers who lived there
and sailors who docked on the river and walked past her into the town. She chose to live her life on the via
positiva, not the via negativa. No translation needed there! Subsequent chapters cover the positive aspects of what she calls the 5 supreme Joys of God… All creation, including human, is a celebration. It exists
to render God Joyful, and it exists because God was so joyful that divinity demanded company with whom
to share the joy.
Interesting that in a time when Patriarchy was the rule of the day that she had such opposite views.
So, if this pandemic is getting you down, take a read of this book, or any other thought provoking book that
makes one think.
It makes me appreciate that none of us ever had such a traumatic experience in our time on this earth, and
we too will be survive. Learning the lessons that were there all along, but we never needed to know! Life
after Covid will be different, what would you like to keep from it, and what would be the first thing to
change?
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Working together, in faith and in action.

Summer Joint Worship Schedule:
We are pleased to be joining with our fellow Guelph United Churches for joint online services this
summer. The schedule will be as follows:

July 4

Rev. Bruce Dickson, Dublin St

July 11
July 18

Rev. Marcie Gibson, Harcourt
Rev. John Benham, Trinity

July 25

Rev. Brad Inglis, Three Willows

August 1

Rev. Bruce Dickson, Dublin St

August 8

Rev. Miriam Flynn, Harcourt

August 15

Rev. Miriam Flynn, Harcourt

August 22

Lisa Leffler, Three Willows

August 29

Rev. John Benham, Trinity

In order to access the Sunday services,
look for an e-blast each Sunday similar to
what you receive now. Ken Chupa sends
these e-blasts and will attempt to continue to do so. OR look for the "Worship
Services online" banner on the Trinity
website and click on the orange button
that says "JOIN US. CLICK HERE". That link
is to the GUM YouTube channel, not to a
specific service. You will simply click on
the relevant video to start the service.

GUELPH UNITED MINISTRIES OUTREACH Support for GGH Staff
Guelph United Ministries has supported the
Guelph General Hospital Staff during the Pandemic with 3 weeks of coffee and cookies, once each
week. We have agreed to fund toiletries for patients to complement those that the General provides... combs, dry shampoo caps and no-rinse
hair conditioner.
The Trinity Therapeutic Touch Team has sent Distance TT to Staff. Staff can access TT by asking for
it, when they wish and as often as they wish. TT
helps with relieving pain, reducing stress and provides comfort and relaxation.
Thank you for your response to the request for
funds to support GUM with this most worthwhile, Partners: Dublin, Harcourt, Three Willows & Trinity
appreciated project. We have had excellent feed- United Churches Chalmers Community Services &
Ecumenical Campus Ministry at University of Guelph
back and appreciation from Staff!
www.guelph.org or church services here.
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LIFT APPEAL COMPLETE!
“I’ve

learned that people
will forget what you
said,
People will forget what
you did,
But people will never
forget how you made
them feel.”
Maya Angelou

We have many opportunities to reach out and affirm
those around us and to show them our support. Our
Connectors are doing this with their calls (See p. 10).
With recent news of tragedies involving our Indigenous and Muslim brothers and sisters, and about
LGBTQ+ friends, there are opportunities for us to not
only speak but also act with kindness and understanding. We have much to learn (See p. 11 & 14).
We hope that you will take some of the opportunities
that have been shared in this issue of Trinity Voices
for your personal growth and understanding.

Thank you for your response to this appeal. Immediately after we announced
this appeal, a family met a substantial
amount of the need, followed shortly by
another family fulfilling the balance.
The families of Howard and Betty Dool
and Gil and Inez Taves donated in
Memory of their parents. Therefore,
our goal has been fulfilled and the appeal is complete. For those of you who
have donated, we will be in touch very
soon. Trinity is amazing! Thank you!
Fundraising & Stewardship Committee
All the Trinity email addresses are
@trinityunitedguelph.ca,
i.e. info@trinityunitedguelph.ca
Staff: rev.john
info (to Sharon)
office (to Heather)
childrensprograms
Committees:
council
property
accessibility
avbooth
Webmaster

Our Minister of Music :
andrea.leblanc73@gmail.com

MINISTER: Rev. John Benham MINISTER OF MUSIC: Andrea LeBlanc
CHURCH OFFICE CO-ORDINATOR: Sharon Huska , BOOKKEEPER: Heather Husnik-Osborne
CUSTODIANS: Ian Pasmore & Cindy Stevenson
400 Stevenson St. N., Guelph, ON N1E 5C3 l Phone: 519-824-4800 l Fax 1-888-233-1862
Email: info@trinityunitedguelph.ca l Website: www.trinityunitedguelph.ca
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